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1. INTRODUCTION 
Discrete function theory has recently received considerable attention from 
many authors. Among these are Duffin and Duris [l, 21, Ferrand [3], and 
Washburn [4]. In [I], Duffin and Duris present discrete analogs of the one- 
sided and two-sided Laplace transform. Washburn [4] develops the notion of 
a D-transform and uses it to find solutions of certain types of equations invol- 
ving discrete functions, their integrals, and their derivatives. Here, we define a 
discrete analog of the classical Fourier transform and present some of its 
properties. 
Section 2, below, is concerned with the actual definition of the discrete 
Fourier transform and the inversion formula of Theorem 2.3. We also find 
that the Fourier transforms of two functions agree only when the functions 
differ by an additive function of the form (- 1)” K. In Section 3, a convolution 
theorem and an analog of Parseval’s indentity are proved. Section 4 lists the 
basic properties of the discrete Fourier transform, and provides some exam- 
ples of discrete function-discrete Fourier transform pairs. We indicate a 
possible method for solving the filtering problem calf : h(t - X) Sx = g(t) 
and solve an illustrative example. 
In what is to follow, we use the discrete exponential function e(z, t) 
defined by Ferrand [3] to be 
e(z, t) = ($&f)” (-Zj-$$)” 
where x = x + iy, and x and y are integers. In this paper we are mainly 
concerned with the case y = 0 and t = is so 
e(x, is) = (-&J-C)“. 
* Partially supported by National Heart Institute contract FR-7129. 
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The discrete line integral 
occurs in the discrete analytic function theory of Ferrand [3]. Here, 
z, = x0 + iy,, and z, = X, + iy,, are two points in the discrete complex plane 
and (x,, , zr ,..., zn} is a chain of points joining x0 to z, with 1 zi - xi-r / = 1. 
As a companion to the integral of (1.2), Duffin [2] defines the double dot 
integral of two discrete functions, f and g, to be 
I z’f (4 : g(4 h = f t [f (4 + f (%-,)I k&4 + sc%d (3 - %-d =o i=l 
(1.3) 
This is the integral used in the definition of the discrete Fourier transform. 
2. DISCRETE FOURIER ANALYSIS 
We begin with the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The discrete Fourier transform of a complex valued 
function f (x) defined for x a real integer is 
.F( f) = F(s) = jm f(x) : e(x, is) 6x 
--m 
where s is real. (2-l) 
Of course, f is assumed to have a Fourier transform only when the sum 
on the right exists for ail real S. Noting that 
jyrnr (x) : e(x, is) ax = Frn [ 
f(x) + f (x - 1) e(x, is) + e(x - 1, is) 
2 ] [ 2 ] 
(2.2) 
we see that 9(f) = F(s) exists for all real s if 
f, If(x) +f(x - 1)l -=c uJ* (2.3) 
A well known result in classical Fourier analysis is (see [5, p. 421): 
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THEOREM. Let f be a complex function of the real variable x. If 
ra, IfW dx ( to, and f is locally of bounded variation then 
exists for all s, and 
F(s) = Jrn f(x) exp[isx] dx 
--m 
i u(x + 0) + f (x - 0)] = & B J@ F(s) exp[- isx] a2 
--a0 
where 9 denotes the Cauchy principle value. In particular, iff is continuous then 
f(x) = -& B /ImF(s) exp[- isx] ds. 
We are interested in proving a result similar to this theorem for the discrete 
Fourier transform of (2.1). A s will be seen, no discrete version of the bounded 
variation condition is needed. To facilitate this work, we let I denote the 
integers, C the complex plane, and define 
q:(I)= if If:I + Carid i If(X) +f(x - i)l < a[ (2.4) 
2ci-co 
In (2.2) if we let p = e(1, is) we get 
I y-f(x) : e(x, is) ax = 9 z$m pTf(x) +f (x - 1>1. 
Defining 
and 
P(P) = ,% P"[fW +f(k - 111 
we see that 
H(P) = y p@, 
H(e(1, is>) = jrn f(x) : e(x, is) Sx = F(s). 
--a, 
LEMMA 2.1. For f E 2& : (I) and x any integer 
1 
2?n’ 
=dp =f(x) +f(x - 1) 
c p”+l 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
where C is the unit circle taken in the counterclockwise s nse. 
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Proof. Since f E ZI : (I) we have 
1 
z-2 c p”+l s 
p(p) dp = ,gm [f(A) +f(k - I)1 & SC pb+’ dp. 
e 
Since 
1 
s k-x-ldP = 1 
0 k#x, 
zz CP 1 k=x, 
Lemma 2.1 follows. 
Noting that P(p)/p ~+l is continuous relative to the unit circle C permits 
us to write 
1 
s 
m P(e( 1, is)) 
2ai 
p(P)dp = & I-, e(x + 1, is) de(1, is)- 
c p”+l 
The improper Riemann-Stieltjes integral on the right can be written as 
follows: 
1 
7 
s 
OD P(e( 1, z?)) 
2m -a -11, ds ( 
-ff- e(l, is)) ds 
1 s m P(e( 1, is)) 
=2xi 
[L (1 + e(1, is))a] ds. 
-me(x+ 1,;) 4 
Thus 
1 
1 
2m I 
[l + e(l, ;S)]” 03. (2.8) 
Observing that 
L- ” &iyl..r” P(e(1, is)) [e(x, - is) + e(x - 1, - is)], 
(2.6) and (2.7) yield 
4zfF f’isJ [l + e(1, is)]” = F(s) [e(x, - is) + e(x - 1, - is)]. 
3 
This gives the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. For f E JZl : (I) and F(s) = F(f) 
f(x) +f(x - 1) = & II, F(s) [e(x, - is) + e(x - 1, - 41 ds (2.9) 
for all integers x. 
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Multiplying (2.9) by (- 1),-l and summing for x = 1,2,..., n gives 
f(n) = (- I)“f(O) + & JYmF(S) [(- 1)“+1 + e(n, - is)] ds. (2.10) 
It would be nice to have 
I 
@ F(s) [(- I)n+l + e(n, - is)] ds 
-02 
= (- l)“+l lymF(s) ds + Jm F(s) e(71, - is) ds, 
--co 
which would give the inversion formula 
f(n) = (- l>” [f(O) - $ /ImF(s) ds] + [ImF(4 e(n, - is) ds. (2.11) 
The following example shows that (2.11) is not necessarily true. Let 
g(u) = (- 1)” f or n > 0 and zero otherwise. Clearly, g E P1 : (I) and the 
discrete Fourier transform, G, of g is l/(2 + is). We can also represent G(s) 
as 
G(s) = & - is. 
4 + s2 
Here 
f 
00 2 
- ds 
-co 4 + s2 
exists; however, the integral 
s 
m is T ’ 
- ds = lim 
-rn 4 + s2 T-m s 
z ds 
.4+s2 
a+--a, 
does not exist in the ordinary sense, only its Cauchy principle value 
Bm is 
s 
-ds=o. 
-02 4 + s2 
We now state and prove the inversion formula which does work. 
THEOREM 2.3. If f E ,Ep1 : (I) then the discrete Fourier transform, F, off 
exists for all s and 
where 
f(x) = (- 1)” K + & B jIm F(s) e(x, - is) ds 
K = f (0) - & S Jrn F(s) ds. 
--m 
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Proof. That F(s) exists for all s has already been observed. Note that the 
theorem follows from (2.10) if it can be shown that B s-“m F(s) a3 exists, 
because 
I m F(s) [(- l)“+l + e(x, - is)] a3 -co 
= (- l)“+lP Ia F(s) ds + B irn F(s) e(x, - is) ds 
--m -co 
whenever the Cauchy principle values exist; and they both exist when one of 
them does. To show that B JTQ F(s) ds exists, let T > 0. Then for any 
integer x, 
S: [e(x, is) + e(x - 1, is)] ds = 4 s’, B ds. 
Substituting w = 2 tan-l (s/2) into the integrand on the right yields 
zz 2 jw" '"$-,;; w dw + 2i jw" si~~sc-,;; w dw 
-WI -wLl 
where ws = 2 tan-l(T/2). As the integrand in the imaginary part above is an 
odd function of w, the value of the integral is zero. Thus 
’ e(x, is) 
4 s-,z,i, ds = 2 s 
wo cos(x - 8) w dw 
-oo cos(w/2) . 
Since (cos(x - &) w)/cos(w/2) is continuous 
7’ 
lim 4 
e(x, is) G7 
---ds=2 
I 
cos(x - 4) w dw 
T-m --T 2 + is --s cos(w/2) - 
Also, since 
cos(x - &) w 
= (- 1)“+1( 
sin(x - +) (W + 5~) 
cos(w/2) sin[(w + .~)/2] 1 ’ 
it is possible to show (see Zygmund [6, p. 571) that the integral 
s 
(Lo cos(x - 9) w dw 
-wo cos(w/2) 
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is bounded uniformly in w,, and x, for x any integer and w,, E [0, ~1. Thus 
is bounded uniformly in T and x. Because f E di”l : (I), 
/~TW ds = 2 [f(x) + f (x - 1)l 1 IrT [4x, 4 + e(x - 1, is)] ds $+-al 1 . 
But the integrals on the right converge with a uniform bound as T increases 
without bound. Thus 9’ Jz* F(s) ds exists and the proof is complete. 
From Theorem 2.3 we immediately get the following 
COROLLARY 2.4. If f and g E -Izl : (I) and the discrete Fourier transforms 
S(f) = S(g), then f (x) - g(x) = (- 1)” K for all integers x and some con- 
stant K. 
Corollary 2.4 tells us that the Fourier transform F(s) off uniquely deter- 
mines f up to the additive functions (- 1)” K. 
In [l] DuEin and Duris mention that the discrete two-sided Laplace 
transform can be used to extend f(x) away from the discrete x-axis as a 
discrete analytic function. A similar discrete analytic extension off(x) can 
be achieved by our discrete Fourier transform if F(s) = S(f) has 
JyW ] F(s)1 ds < cc and if F(s) satisfies suitable restrictions at s = f 2. The 
extending formula is 
j(z) = (- 1 p+Y K + & ST”, e(x, - is) F(s) ds, 
where K is chosen so that 3(x) = f (x). 
3. THE CONVOLUTION THEOREM AND PARSEVAL'S IDENTITY 
We begin this section by proving a convolution theorem. Following D&in 
and Duris [l] we define 
f * g(x) = Srn f (x - t) : g(t) St (3.1) -co 
for f and g E Yi : (I). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f and g E Pl : (I) with 46(f) = F(s) and S(g) = G(s). 
Then 
F( f * g) = F(s) G(s). (3.2) 
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The condition that f and g E -.ZI : (I) is all that is necessary to guarantee the 
validity of the convolution formula presented in Theorem 7.1 of Duffin and 
Duris [l] when p = e(l, is). Thus Theorem 3.1 above follows from Theorem 
7.1 of [l], but for completeness ake we still indicate the proof. 
Proof. Taking p = e( 1,is) we have 
F(s) = Jm f (2) : e(x, is) 6x = y E p”[f(x) + f (x - l)] 
-co cc- m 
with G(s) expressed similarly. Thus 
F(s) G(s) = &- (+,” f , P”Lw +fk - 111 f P”k(Y> + g(Y - I>1 y=-CC 
or 
F(s) G(s) = k (+)’ 
x jm P” (,fm [f (x - k) +f (x - 1 - A)1 tie) + if@ - 1)l) * 
By tedious, but straightforward algebra 
F(s) G(s) = ST, e(x, is) : Jrn f (x - t) : g(t) St 6x = S( f * g). 
-cc 
This proves Theorem 3.1. 
The next theorem gives a Parseval’s identity for our discrete Fourier 
transform. 
THEOREM 3.2. For f and g E L$ : (I) with p(f) = F(s) and S(g) = G(s) 
JImf(x) : g(x) Sx = & irn F(s) c(s) ds. (3.3) 
-m 
In particular 
j-m f(x) :1(x) Sx = & j-m j F(s)j2 ds. (3.4) --m --m 
Note that in this theorem the principal values of the integrals are not 
needed. 
Proof. Consider now 
I mmf(x) :m sx = i f [f(x) +f(x - 1>1 r&w +lzx - 1% (3.5) 5=-m 
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From Lemma 2.2 we know that 
f(x) +f(x - 1) = &- lImF(s) [e(x, - is) + e(x - 1, - is)] ds. 
Thus (3.5) is reduced to (by interchanging summation and integration) 
Since 
s O” g(x) : e(x, - is) 6x = C(s) --m 
we get (3.3). Equation (3.4) is immediate from (3.3), hence we have proven 
Theorem 3.2. 
4. SOME BANC PROPERTIES AND EXAMPLES 
We now list some basic properties of our Fourier transform. Here we 
assume 9(f) = F(s) and .9(g) = G(s) with both f and g in 9 : (I). 
Properties 
(A) For any two real or complex numbers a and b 
~(af(x> + W)) = W) + Ws). 
P) *tf (- 4) =F(- 4. 
tc> ~(.f(4) = Ft- 4 
(D) For K an integer 
S( f(x + K)) = e( - K, is) F(s). 
(E) Let Sf/Sx be the discrete derivative off as defined by Duffin in [2] 
(i.e., g = Sf/Sx satisfies g(x) + g(x - 1) = 2[ f (x) -f (x - l)]). Assuming 
f E ,Ep1 : (I) the function Sf/Sx is also in 9r : (I) if and only if 
tv:=m 
C IfWl < ~0 and 
r=--co 
F g (s) = (- is) F(s). 
( ) 
Properties (A) through (D) are immediate from the definition of the discrete 
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transform. Property (E) is more difficult and quite restrictive. So before 
presenting the proof of (E) we note the following: 
f(x) - f(x - 1) = (- 1)” 2K 
+ &B jImF(s) [e(x, - is) - e(x - 1, - is)] ds 
=(- lP2K 
Thus, since 
+ &- 9 /I, (2) F(s) [e(x, - is) + e(x - 1, - is)] ds. 
$ (4 + $ (x - 1) = 2[f(x) -f(x - l)] 
we get 
&)+$x-l) 
(4.1) 
= (- 1)” 4K + -&- 9’ I:, (- is) F(s) [e(x, - is) + e(x - 1, - is)] ds, 
even if Sf/Sx is not in 9r : (I). 
Proof of Property (E). Suppose f E 9r : (I). Then Sf/Sx E 9r : (I) if and 
only if 
Since Cf-m If(x) f f (x - I)] < cc we see that 
g E Lq : (I) if and only if 
Using a discrete integration by parts formula given in [2], for n, m > 0, 
I 
nz Sf - : e(x, is) Sx + 
-n 6x s 
T, f : E (x, is) 6x =f(n) e(n, is) -f(m) e(m, is). 
Taking limits as 11 and m go to co yields 
s ‘O Sf --m 6x: e(x, is) 6x = - I yw f : g (x, is) 6x = (- is)F(s), 
which prove Property (E). 
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At this point, it seems expedient to provide a few examples of discrete 
function-discrete Fourier transform pairs. To facilitate this purpose and 
make the notation more compact we first use the identity. 
e(x, is) = exp 
[ 
2i x tan-i -5 ( )I 2 
to extend the discrete exponential function to rational values of x. That is, if r 
is rational then 
e(r, is) = exp [2ri tan-l (-$-)I . 
We then define 
and 
cos d(r, s) = 
e(r, is) + e(r, - is) 
2 
sin d(r, S) = 
e(r, is) - e(r, - is) 
2i * 
Here, s is again assumed real. Note that, as in the continuous case, 
lim sin d(Y, S) = 
I 
PO S 
and 
when ra # 0. 
lim sin 4~ y 4 = 3 
s-10 sin d(r, , S) ra 
All of the examples below make free use of (A) through (E) above. The 
first six result are applications of (A) and/or (D) followed by straightforward 
algebraic manipulations which are omitted. In each of 1 through 6 the odd 
numbered example is followed by its similar but different even numbered 
counterpart. 
EXAMPLE 1. The function 
go(x) = Ii- l)” 
for which 
go@)+go(x--1)= 
x=0 
x#O 
has discrete Fourier transform 
s(go) = Go(s) = e( + -&, - is) sh ‘j*p ‘1 . 
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EXAMPLE 2. Corresponding to g, above is 
a4 = 1; 1;; 
which has transform 
H,(s) = [cos d(& s)12. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let k > 0 be an integer and 
j=k 
Then 
2k(X) + gi,(x - 1) = 1; 
and 
S(gEk) = Gkk(s) = e(+ fr, .- 4 
sin d(B (2k + l), S) 
s 
EXAMPLE 4. In mimicry of Example 3, let K 3 0 and 
Using (A) and (D) and simplifying we get 
qz’“,) = l?,(s) = [cos d&, s)12 sin d~!$y-)l)y $) . 
EXAMPLE 5. In general, let k, > k, be integers and 
&(4 = ; g& -A* 
j-k, 
Then 
S(g$) = Go = e(a (k, + k, - I), is) 4x1 d(g (” % k1 ’ ‘)’ ‘) . 
EXAMPLE 6. 
-k,+l),s) @f(s) = 4t (k, + k,), is) [cos d($, s)]” sin 4’ zi d(i, s) . 
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EXAMPLE 7. For k > 0 an integer we define 
!?k(X) = 
1-w 
k 1x1 <k 
0 1x1 >k, 
which is the discrete analogue of a triangular pulse of height one and base 
length 2k. Defining 
f(x) = ;gfk+lw - ~d@A 
it is easy to see that 
4k(X) = J-;mfax = J-lkf8X 
and so 
%k -= 
6X f- 
Since both qk and f are in Zr : (I) we may use (E) to obtain 
or 
F(s) = 9 (2) (s) = (- is) QK(s) 
But 
and thus 
F(s) = ; GO,+,(s) - + G,“(s) 
F(qk) = Q&) = $ 1 2 sin d;/2’ ‘) 12. 
Finally, we conclude this section and the paper by considering the filtering 
problem of determining the function h such that 
s 
I=f(x) : h(t - x) 6x = g(t). 
Here f and g are specified functions in PI : (I). A solution h need not exist 
in ZI : (I), but when it does, it can be found by using the convolution theorem 
(3.1) followed by the inversion formula (2.3). As an illustrative example take 
fix) = glk(x) (Example 5) 
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and 
g(x) = Q~~+~(x) 
Then F(h) = H(s) is 
(Example 7). 
= & e(1, is) G!!,(s). 
Thus 
h(x) = &g% - 1) = 
which gives 
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